Resonant X-ray scattering: a tool for structure elucidation in liquid crystals.
The use of resonant X-ray scattering to determine structures in liquid crystal systems is surveyed. This powerful experimental technique utilises "forbidden reflections" to determine the subtle differences in interlayer orientation that differentiate several smectic systems. The technique relies on the materials containing an atom to which the X-ray energy can be tuned, usually sulphur or selenium. Experiments are often carried out on free-standing films that provide a highly monodomain structure that allows high-resolution measurements to be made, and, hence, structural details to be determined. Alternatively, resonant scattering has been demonstrated for materials contained in glass devices that permit the application of electric fields to the system, in a manner analogous to that used in liquid crystal devices. The resonant scattering technique provides unequivocal descriptions of the packing in smectic systems, and the way in which the packing is distorted in electric fields. This Minireview describes the principles behind resonant X-ray scattering, its application to liquid crystals and some of the potential for the future.